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That Man May See is Now — All May See Foundation
SAN FRANCISCO, California — January 18, 2022 — The leadership of That Man May See,
announced last week that they are giving themselves a new name – All May See Foundation.
All May See Foundation is dedicated to curing and preventing blindness, serious eye diseases,
and visual impairment so that everyone in the world can see. The foundation provides
fundraising support for University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) Ophthalmology and
Francis I. Proctor Foundation for Research in Ophthalmology.
“The outstanding national ranking of UCSF Ophthalmology exemplifies why we feel especially
proud of the work we do,” said John de Benedetti, Chair of the Board, All May See Foundation.
“Philanthropic gifts support excellence in patient care, research, and teaching at one of the
finest academic eye institutes in the world.”
Half a century ago, UCSF clinician scientists Michael Hogan, MD, and Samuel Kimura, MD,
founded That Man May See (now All May See Foundation) with the hope of one day restoring
sight to the blind and eliminating eye disease. They recognized that private philanthropy could
play a significant role in providing researchers with the resources they needed to get their ideas
from theory to reality.
The foundation is designed to bring clinicians and laboratory scientists together to work to
study specific eye diseases. Since 1971, they have kept true to the original mission, helping to
raise funds for research which has led to pioneering breakthroughs in areas like glaucoma,
trachoma, retinoblastoma, cataract surgery, and more – all while supporting the next
generation of leaders in ophthalmology.
- More -

“By revising the name to the All May See Foundation, and with the launch of the new website,
the organization has a unique opportunity to explicitly express its vision to support the entire
community we serve” said Jacque Duncan, MD, Interim Chair, Department of Ophthalmology,
University of California, San Francisco. “The All May See Foundation is working to create a
world where tomorrow will be brighter than today, and in the future, sight saving treatments
will be available to all.”
As the organization moves forward, they are resolved to be clear about our vision and mission
to serve all individuals in the community, locally and around the world.
“We took great care to make sure our new name honors our storied history, while at the same
time better positions us to carry out our mission in the future,” said Deborah Chesky, President,
All May See Foundation. “We could not do this important work without the tremendous
support we receive from of our Board, the UCSF faculty, our colleagues at the Proctor
Foundation, donors, volunteers and friends in the community.”
The Foundation has already begun the process of updating its logos and signage to reflect the
new name. As with any major change of this nature, it may take some time before it is in place
in all applications.
Read more about the change - https://allmaysee.org/
-30About All May See Foundation: All May See Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit that provides
fundraising support for University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) Ophthalmology and
Francis I. Proctor Foundation for Research in Ophthalmology. All May See is dedicated to curing
and preventing blindness, serious eye diseases, and visual impairment so that everyone in the
world can see.
To learn more about All May See Foundation, please visit https://allmaysee.org/

